I have created a bond with not only friends, but with CSUSM’s staff, faculty and associates as well. I feel cared about and supported by this university. It’s truly a home away from home.

— Steven Sutherland
Senior marketing major and Air Force veteran

86% of our student-athletes earn a 3.0 GPA or higher

62% of our students have earned a 5.0 GPA or higher

1,452 FIRST-TIME DONORS made a gift to CSUSM this past year

86% of CSU SCHOLARSHIP recipiend recieve aid, an amount that is well above the national average of former foster youth that attend college

$25M CRUSH FOUNDATION ENDOWMENT RANKED IN THE TOP 4% NATIONWIDE for advancing the social mobility of graduates

OF ACE SCHOLARS PERSIST TO GRADUATION, an astonishing 30 percent higher than the national average of former foster youth that attend college

YOUR GENEROSITY IS FELT ACROSS CAMPUS EVERY DAY. Donors like you help fund the arts programs and innovative research that attract graduates to CSUSM and prepare them for the workforce. This is a small sampling of how your support has changed CSUSM. You are a vital part of our success and impact. Thank you for your support. Your contribution will transform this world and others.

Donors like you help fund the vital programs and innovative research that distinguish Cal State San Marcos and prepare the leaders of tomorrow. This is a small sampling of how your support has changed CSUSM. You are a vital part of our success and impact. Thank you for your support. Your contribution will transform this world and others.